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SAVE $140.75 ON THIS EXCITING GROUP AND RECEIVE $109.85 DECORATORS PACKAGE AS A FREE BONUS-PLUSPLUS-PLUS-FREE DECORATOR SERVICE

FREE 109.85 BONUS DECORATOR GROUP!

So you can make your living room look like the one in the picture! We are including in this free bonus a $129.00 arched hearth, a $24.00 decorator lamp and a $30.00 reconditioning of a fireplace and many other beautiful features! Ask your free service of our staff decorator.

COMPLETE GROUP INCLUDES
5 PCS INCLUDED

EVANS Home Furnishings
800 Nw Western
**SAVE 50% AND MORE ON 461 ROLLS OF LABELED NYLON CARPET**

**YOUR CHOICE 4.99 SQ. YD. WITH FREE PAD**

**ON SALE TODAY**
**9 TILL 9**
**ON SALE SUNDAY**
**12 'TIL 9**

**FREE CARPET CUSHION**

Not just any pad but a brand name foam pad and you will get one yard of pad free with every yard of carpet you buy on this offer.

How can Evans give free pad worth $1 per yard with carpet that already reduced 50% and more? If you are like most people you are probably asking this question, and we feel we should answer every question you have about this offer.

**HERE’S OUR ANSWER. PLEASE TAKE ONE MINUTE TO READ IT.**

Because thousands of people have answered carpet ads only to find the carpet was a leader to get them in or that other costs ran the carpet way up and because we feel that every one who needed carpet and would come and see the carpet would buy it. Because of this we know that you had to answer every question a customer might have. About the time that we made this great carpet buy the distributor for this pad came to us and he wanted to drop this pad and would deduct his inventory at a ridiculous price to make it all or none.

We took it, an entire warehouse full, but our cost was so low we felt we could give it away on this offer and still sell the carpet for $4.99 a yard. Now bad we want you to come see this carpet offer, and how low our prices are. If you need carpet you will be delighted to buy it at $4.99 a square yard.

**ON SALE**

**9 TILL 9**

**ON SALE SUNDAY**

**12 ‘TIL 9**

**SAVE 50% AND MORE ON 461 ROLLS OF LABELED NYLON CARPET**

**YOUR CHOICE 4.99 SQ. YD. WITH FREE PAD**

**EVERY YARD IS A LABELED NYLON CARPET**

What does this mean?

A carpet must meet certain quality standards before it can be labeled "Labeled". Each label bears the name of the carpet and a code number that identifies it. These labels are awarded after rigorous testing by independent laboratories.

**HERE’S WHY WE FEEL SO SURE WE CAN SAVE YOU OVER 50% ON ANY PIECE OF THIS CARPET**

We were contacted by the world’s largest carpet testing mill and offered their stock of 160 labeled nylon carpets at a substantial discount off of their regular retail cost.

We counter offered a price per yard for all of it regardless of its regular retail cost. Our reasoning was to be able to offer the entire purchase on a variety of our floor coverings to make some of the most fantastic carpet prices ever made.

**HERE’S THE MOST EXCITING PART OF THIS CARPET OFFER**

Every woman who goes shopping always picks the most expensive or anything. Well here’s your chance, forget about picking out a carpet that might be more than you want to pay. Just go ahead and splurge, pick out the most expensive carpet you find on this great offer because even though it was $11.95 carved plush or $11.95 shag, the carpet was still only going to cost you $4.99 a square yard and the carpet cushion is going to be free.

**YOUR CHOICE 4.99 SQ. YD.**

*Price - Foam Carpet Cushion is Free*

**TAKE UP TO 24 MONTHS TO PAY**

**EVANS HOME FURNISHINGS - OPEN 9 TILL 9 - 800 SO. WESTERN**
Editor Praises Effort Of YWCA

The YWCA, which has been in existence for 50 years, is currently under threat by a lack of funding. However, its efforts are being praised by a local businessman who believes in its mission.

U.S. Patrol Rescued Viet Cong Down 'Copters

The U.S. military has been heavily involved in the Vietnam War, and recently rescued several Viet Cong fighters from a downed helicopter.

Maoist Radio Names Opposition

A radio station in China has named a group as the main opposition to their government, sparking tensions.

Emigration Foreseen

The future of emigration is uncertain, but many predict an increased trend in the coming years.

March 22 Set For Opening

A new building is scheduled to open on March 22, offering new opportunities for the community.

Criterion Plans April Re-opening

A theater closed due to renovations is planning to re-open in April.

Bus Change Sparks Wall

A change in bus routes has sparked controversy, with some residents feeling that it will affect their daily commute.

S66 Stolen in Robbery

A robbery occurred in which $66 was stolen.

U.S. Army Plays Hockey

The U.S. Army team is playing hockey, possibly as part of a morale-boosting event.

A Mustang With Its Nose Out

A Mustang was seen with its nose pointing to the sky, possibly indicating a mechanical issue.

Savings Offered on Furniture

Save up to $100 on many models from various brands, including modern sofas and chairs.
Theater Costumes
Give Glamor
To Opening Nights

Sketched At Civic Center Music Hall

On the social menu is an intriguing number of
theater costumes. Showgirl, actress, dancer-
maid, or nurse during the hostelry's most
conspicuous season, the annual spring benefit
ballet. The June 3 performance of "The Vent-
nex," featuring Dovima in a sweeping gown
and a brief, black outfit, will be marked with
an original design by the Oklahoma City
Dance Theatre. The costumes are in keeping
with the modern trend toward simplicity and
elegance, a contrast to the splashy, colorful
of earlier shows. The Oklahoma City Ballet
Gala, scheduled for May 19, will feature
singers and dancers in modern costumes.

City, State Couples Announce Plans For Weddings

Miss Pratt Is Bride

Journal Entries

Catholic Women Set Election

Ask Dr. Brothers...Mentally Ill Man 'Babied' By Parents?
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Hi Says Hi to Midwest City

Now Enrolling

ACREDITED FACULTY

JAZZ—BALLEY—TAP

Hi Roberts

2250 S. 10th Street

Enrollment
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For Women

OLD-FASHIONED LIVING: THAT'S WHAT!

WHAT A MAKES MARK

SO CONTRARY

WHAT THE MAKES MARK

SO CONTRARY

OKLAHOMA SE Electric Company

YOUR PHOTOGRAPH

TO YOUR VALENTINE

6 IN COLOR FOR ONLY 3.95
6 IN BLACK AND WHITE 1.00

Penney Photo Studio

PHOTO SHOPPING

with PRINTING SINGER

PENNY'S

Hi SAYS Hi to Midwest City

Now Enrolling

ACREDITED FACULTY

JAZZ—BALLEY—TAP

Hi Roberts

2250 S. 10th Street
MASSENGALE TAKES LEAD
CROOKED OAK
JABS EDMOND

Nick Seitz

* It Almost Worked

Douglass Shells Enid

Regional Softball Setup Altered

The Results

Strange things are happening in the world of softball. The

Douglass High School softball team has just come back from

enid, Okla., with a 1-0 win over the Enid High School team in the

season opener. The game was a hard-fought battle, with both

teams putting up a strong showing.

Douglass had the early lead with a run in the first inning, but Enid

quickly tied it up in the second. The rest of the game was a

tense battle of attrition, with both teams holding their own.

Enid finally broke through in the sixth inning with a single by

Julie Smith, driving in the winning run. Douglass had a chance

to tie it up in the seventh inning, but a fly out ended the

inning without further scoring.

Douglass's coach, Jim Beagle, was pleased with the way his team

played, but he said there is room for improvement.

"We played well enough to win," Beagle said. "But we need to

work on our defense and our offense."
Chiefs Host Hawaii Today

OU, OSU Baseball Drills Open

OBU, BULLDOGS RAMBLE

Lions Scare Southwestern In 74-67 Loss

Capital Mat Meet Set At Harding

Oklahoma Grapplers Dump CSC

Blazers Host Wings

Jackson, OCU Cager Ineligible

OU Wrestlers Defeated

Vikes Jar Spartans, 114-68

Russell Hits 31; Classen Chills Cards

Three OSU Wrestlers Defeated

Chiefs, Plainsmen To Link?